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Let {X,, k E 2) be a stationary Gaussian sequence with E X, - 0, E Xt = 1 and E X0& = rk. 
Define 7x = inf{k: Xk > - pk’j the first crossisng point of the Gaus:.ian sequence with the function 
- /3t (p >O). We consider limit distributio?! of 7x as p 30, depending on the correlation _ . . _-- 
function rk. We generalize the results for crossing points rx = inf {k : xk > /3f(k)) with f( - t) = 
tYL(t j for t 400, where y :I. 0 and L(t) varks slowly. 
limi. distributions stationary Gaussian sequences 
first ..:;ossing 
1. Introduction 
(Xk, k: E 2) denotes a statio ;ary Gaussian sequence with E Xk = 0, E X’, = 1 and 
E XoXk = rk. We define rx. l= illf{k E 2: Xk > - pk} the first Crossing point Of the 
Gaussian sequence with the function - /3t (p > 0) and consider the limit distrihu- 
tion of 7x as p + 0. Our limit theorems are related to the results of Berman [l], 
Mittal.and Ylvisaker [3] about the limit distributions of maxima of Gaussian 
sequences. For we observe that with appropriately chosen normalization the limit 
distributions of max(),k,“Xk (n --j 00) and 7x (p +O) are the same, where Xk 
belongs to a class of Gaussian sequences. This means that for /3 + 0 
where xg, yP are the normalization functions, depending on p and the Gaussian 
sequence. 
The problem arose from considerations of random noises: There is some interest 
in knowing, where the first zero crossing of sine wave, which is added to a random 
noise, takes place. We simplify by replacing the sine wave by the linear function, 
the random noise by a stationary Gaussian seqtlcnce. Instead of considering the 
zero crossing of this special non-stationary Gaussian sequence, we transform the 
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process to a stationary Gaussian sequence and consider therefore the first crossing 
as mentioned above. 
In Section 2 we are concerned with sequences with r, = o(l). In Theorem 2.1 the 
limit distribution of P{T+ - ks (x)}, with appropriately chosen ka (x), is shown to 
be the extreme-value distribution function, if r, log’n ‘= .0(I) or2 tz < m. Next it is 
assumed that r, log n --, cy. Then the limit distribution is a co.nvolution of an 
extreme-value distribution, depending on (r, with the normal distribution, If r,, is 
positive and convex, r,, log n + do, then the limit distribution is normal. 
In Section 3 we consider Gaussian sequences Xk = dF&& + dpVk, 1 > p > 0, 
‘with Uk as in Section 2 and Vk a Gaussian sequence with purely discrete spectrum. 
When properly normalized rx converges in probability to the maxima of the Vk. 
Instead of the function - Pt we consider in Section 4 the functions /3f(t) with 
f(t) = PL(t j for t +-ma, where y>P and L(r) varies slowly. We give only the 
results of the generalized problem. rhe proofs use the same arguments as in 
Section 2. 
2. Limit distributions if r, = o(1) 
ILet {Xk, k E 2) be a stationary Gaussian sequence with E Xk = 0, E X”, = 1, 
E XOxk = rk and rk = o(I). Define the first crossing point ?x : t- inf{k E 2: 
Xky -@} and 




We make use of the following approximations: 
where 
QfY)dY =: I' 
e-4 Y2 
-=dY, 
-Q) A/2 ?r 
-a*/ l+ 
Q~(a,b,p)~ex~~(I_~2),,~)f ifO<asb, Ipi<l, 
exp( - (a2 + b*)(l - p)/2) 
Q2(& h P) s - 27r(l - p2)‘” if rll, b, p 2 0, 
(2 1) . 
(2 2) . 
( 3) 3 d. 
(2 4) . 
where (p2(a, b, p) means the two-dimensional normal density function with correla- 
tion Coefficient p- 
Lemma 2.1. Let Xk with r. = I atad rk = 0 for ail k # 0, then 
Ez Pbx > - k;s (x)} = exp( - emx) for all x, (2 5) . 
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Proof, Since Xk are independent, we have for every n with np large enough, 
InP{7x > - n} = In fi @(pZ) = 2 In @(@) = - Ve2?i32 z , 
l=n 1-n 77 n 
Since (pka (x)>” = (u(@))~ + 2x + o(l), we have - In P{T~ > - ks (x)} = (1 + o(l))e-” 
and therefore our statement. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Xk be a Gaussian sequence with r,, In n --, 0 or x:=, r”, < 00. Then 
with k,(x) as in (2.5) 
12 P(T~ > - k@(x)} -+ = exp( - ewx) for all x. 
Proof. Let Yk be a Gaussian sequence with E Yk = 0, E Y’, = 1 and E Y& := 0 if 
i# k. Because of Lemma 2.1 we have only to show that /P{T~ > - k@(x)) - 
P{T~ > - ka(x)}I+O with p + 0. We use the comparison lemma of Berman [1] to 
bound this difference by 
2 !ril 2 ~@k,P(h + i),pi)= Z, where pi E [O,]ri I]- 
i-l h =&p(x) 
Define 6 z sUpi> 1 ri I< 1 and Sn = supian 1 ri I. Let E < (1. - 6)/(1-t. 6) and 
[ I U := sup(k E 2: k s u). Split the sum Z into a first sum I, over indices i up to 
[P-‘] and a second sum Z2 over indices i greater than [p -“I. 
(i) We use the approximation (2.3) to bound Zr by 
p-” 2 exp( - P2h2/(1 + S)j#, 
h =&p(x) 
which is not greater than 
P 
-&+(1-6)/(1+6) I In p p+(l-a)/(l+s)~ 
This tends to 0 by the choice of E. 
(ii) Let r, In n + 0. This implies 8, In n + 0. Define 3 = SIB-cl. We use the 
inequality (2.4) to bound Z2 by 
which is 
A. 2 exp( _~+k,~)Y(l-_al).~~~(x,exp( -vJj, 
i >[@-‘1 B 
st most 
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The last term tends to 0 since A 1 In /3 I+ 0. 
(iii) Let x r2, c 00. We use again the approximation (2.4) as in (ii) to bound I2 by 
,,,lexp(-~2(i+k,(2X))2(1-A~)~Cexp(.-~), 
i 
By thekauchy-Schwarz inequality for the sum over the indices i the above 
expression is at most 
which tends to 0, since A 4). 
Lemma 2.2. Let pa __ be a function of p with 0~ ps < c < 1 and Xk = 
‘J I- P@Yk + VP@ -U a Gaussian sequence, where ?rand Uare mutually independent 
Gahssian random variables with E Yk = 0 = E’U and E Y”, = 1 F E U* for all k. If 
b(x) = w9 Pa)+ Gap-‘, 
then for all x 
(24 
0 a ii2 P(7x > - k&)} = I- exp( - e-s(‘-“$p(u)du, --0D 
if PaIW! -,a >o a:; p-+0, 
(b) I$ P{Q > - k&)} = G(x), 
ifuelWI +w as p-0. 
Proof. Since 
Pie>-k&)}=P(Xs -pl, 1s -k&)} 
we get by stationarity 
P(7x > - ka(x)} = 
cr -%(x)-v&a)} Q(U)du 
_- z 
-a 
-. j H(p, ?c, u)(p (u)du. 
-% 
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Since f?kp (x) - dzu = /3ka (x - u) it follows with Lemma 2.1 that 
_ In H(@, x, u) ‘ y  (’ - ~dRex~( - (pkp tx - u))2/2(1 -- &I)> 
d%p3(kp(x - u)j2 
-- 
= (1 + o( l))exp( - (X - u)(VZ+ o(l))Vpa Iln /3 I). 
The right-hand side tends in case (a) to exp( - (X - u)%%) and in case (b) to 0 if 
x > u and to QO if x < u. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Xk be a stationary Gaussian sequence with r, In n + CY > 0. Define 
pa = a/iln p I. Then with k@(x) as in (2.6): 
p-J P{rx > - b(x)} = 1-1 exp( - e-G(“-u))cp(u)du. 
Proof. Define Zk = gl - psYk + dz U as in Lemma 2.2. Then we have only to 
show that with p + 0 
IPI 7x > - k,(x)}-P(Tz > - k&)}l-+O. 
With the comparison lemma of Berman? this difference is bounded by 
(P 
Cl vpat 2 4&P(h+l),pr)=I, 
I=1 h=kp(x) 
with pl between rI and pp. We split the sum into a first sum 8, with indices I up to 
[p-‘1, a second sum I2 over indices 1 from [pm’]+ 1 up to [fii-“1 and a third sum 1, 
over the remaining indices I, where E and 8 > E will be defined later. 
(i) Let 6 = sup{p,, I rk I, k > 0) and E < (1 - S)/(l + 6). Thus the sum 11 may be 
bounded as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, such that II = o( 1). 
(ii) Let 0 = 1 - 1 In fi I_“” and A = sup{pp, I rk I, k 2 [P_"]}. Then A I in P I + cy with 
p 20. We use the approximation 2.3 to bound 12 by 
W” - PT ’ hE$(x) exP (-gg) 
P 
which is at most 
p”“(PkP (x)) 
s cexp(-~ln~~~1’2+~1n~ln~~)=o(l). 
(iii) We use the inequality 
to bound I3 by the two sums 14 and 1;: 
70 J, Hi&let- 
zs j+ c 1 fi ln I- QI 1 x n(Bh, P(h + I), pr ), 
1 h 
Let z = A + p& We use again approximation (2.4) and calculations as in Theorem 
2.1 to bound I; by 
sup {~&nI-cu~}/3-2g lInpI-2” 
I?+‘@ 
which tends to 0, since rl In 2 -+ cy. 
Divide 1; into a first term with indices I < [/3-‘] and a remaining term. For the 
first term we use the inequality 
1 1 
a -- pn fq s c Iwl-3’2 
to bound it by c/? 1 In p l-26-m, which tends to 0. Since for 2 > [p-l], 
1 1,1 --- 
lwl InI IW 
the remaining term is bounded by 
S (p 1 In p 1)-2” exp( - (1 - A)b(P, PP)) = o(l), since b(P, pa)+ 60~ 
Lemma 2.3. Let Xk a Gaussian sequence with r, & O., r. = 1. Let ka (x) as ijz (2.6) 
with pfi = riQ-ll. Then with /3 + 0, 
IP{?x > - k@(x)}-P[X, s -PZ, -k,(x)-[~-l]cl~k,(x)}+O. 
Proof. Define 
A l = X0 w is --@I, -k@(x)-[P-l]</< -k,(x)}, 
B .- X*- (7x 2 - k,(x) - [p-l]}. 
Then 0 s P(Ax) - P(Ax A Bx) = P(Bk A .4x) G P(Bk). We show that P(Bx)-+ 1. By 
the Lemma of Slepian [4], 
P(Bx) 2 fi P{x( s - ~1, - k,(x)- (i + l)[l/p] < I s - k@(x)- i[Up]} 
if1 
We define Zk = *cpYk + GflU as in Lemma 2.2. The monotony of r,, implies 
that 
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Therefore we have@ show that the second term tends to 0. The ctjnvexity of & 
ensures again that there is a Gaussian sequence & = &(p) with correlations 
gk = Sk v S, for k = 1,. . . , [l//3], where t = b(p) = [/3-‘exp( - vlln @ I)]. -Define 
z:= Z:(P) a Gaussian sequence as in Lemma 2.2 with correlations u $ = 1 and 
a; = sI for k = 1,. . . , [l/P 1. Since Sk S ok for all k S [l/p] it follows with the 
Lemma of Slepian that with p’ = p /Vl - pp, 
P{Yl s -+‘l, -k,(~-&)--[1//3]<1~ -kp(-&))S 
S P{& 6 -+‘I, --ks(-s)-[l/~]~l~ -k&-6)) 
GP{Z’:G -p’l, -=k&-+-[1//3]d~ -k&--E)} 
+ IP{Z’: s -p’l, -k,+-~)-[l/~]~l~ -A,+~)) 
- P{ZI s -p’r, -ka( ~)-[llP]<Es -+(--))I. (2.5) 
We show that both terms of (2.8:1 tend to 0. 
(i) Let 27 = Vl - s,% + A&W as in Lemma 2.2 and /3” = p’/Vl- sl. Then 
It is easy to solve the equation 
cp(kC)dU 2. ( 9) 
ks ( - E - ,,/p@) u’\ = @prt) -+x-) ((j”)-‘_ 
Pa ,’ fJ WY 
/- 
We get n = .x(p) =: 
-7 
- q p If 1 (E f u VsJp,), which tends for u > - E V pP /st 
to -do, for ,ps 11n fi”] + 00 and s&~ + 0. With Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 it follows that 
(2.9) tends to 0. 
(ii) We use the comparison lemma of Berman for the second term in (2.8). We 
show that 
(2.10) 
tends to 0, where S, s s: s si. -We: divide thz summation over i with the following 
division points: 
to = to(p) = [p-q, 0 c s < (1 - sl)/(Il + s,) 
4 =ti(P)=[eXp((l-p,:i)llnp I)], i = 1,2,...,q =4(p), 
tq+t = t q(B)+1 = t, 
where 4 (p) satisfies 
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E) pz(P’h P’h, St)+ 
- (2.31) 
where c’ and c * are positive constants. Therefore the first term in (2.11) tends to 0 
as in Theorem 2.i. 
Let i = 0: We use the inequalities sq, s 2rb( In 8 I, pp! > 1 In p I-3 and r,,/V& 0 
(see Mittal and Ylvisaker [3]) to bound the term indexed by i = 0 in (2.11) by 
-- -_ 
s exp( - $ VI In /3 i + o(V’! In p I)) for small p. 
For i < q we use st, G 2rtipPji, P&(~+‘) > i In p 1-4 and r&E-* 0 to bound the term 
with index i by 
exp( - ~~@+‘)l In p I(1 - 4s,,p,!) + o(d( In p I)) S 
-- 
G exp( - f Fuji + o(Vl In p I)). 
Finally for i = q we use ppf(q+t)[ In p 14 < I and s,Jd& 0 to bound the term by 
=S exp(dl in /? i(4rtq14ii - 1) + O(di n F I)) 
d exp( - ; b/[iGgf + o(Vl l-1 ,Q I )). . 
Therefore (2.11) is bounded by 
-- 
o(1) + (q -I- l)ex2( -fv’lln/SI+o(l/(inpI))S 
-- 
~O(l)+lniln/3leX~(- ~~Jln~I+o(~iln~~))~, 
which tends to 3. Thus the proof is complete. 
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We remark that Theorem 2.3 is still correct if we weaken the condition of a,,; we 
can prove that r, convex may be replaced by r, monotone by using the blocking 
technique as in Mittal and McCormick [2J 
3. Limit theorems for processes with a discrete spectral wmponent 
We consider now Gaussian sequences Xk = v’m U’k + vz Vk, 1> A > 0, 
E Xk = 0, where LJ, is a ccaussian sequence with correlation sk as in Section 2 and 
Vk a Gaussian sequence with purely discrete spectrum, as in Section 5 of -3erman 
[I 1. For Vk we have the representation 
I’, = 2 ci (ti cos khi + vi sin khi) 
i=l 
withE;&= I. Lemma 5.1 of [ 11 implies that 8 = supk Vk is nonnegative and finite 
with probability I. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Xk be such a Gaussian sequence with Uk satisfying the conditions 
of one of the three Theorems of Section 2. Then 
-- 
@x+wA)q.l-r*)/lnP(z - V’ziO 
in probability, where r * = 0, if Uk a sequence as in Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 and r* = ps, if 
U, US in Theorem 2.3. 
We do not give the details of the pr,oof, since it uses only the colu+idcrations of [ 11’ 
with the property that prU + I/2(1- r *) 1 In p 1 J% 0 in probability. 
4. Generalization 
We may consider instleald of the function - t the following functions: Let f be a 
continuous function with 
(i) f(- t)== tTL(t) for I +m, y >O and L(t) a slowly varying function with 
L(t(E(t))“7) = L(t) and L(t(ln t)1’2y) = L(t), 
(ii) for t < tn< 0 there exists a continuous differentiable inverse function i(t) of 
f(t). Define s7 the set of this functions f with parameter y. We can prove 
analogous limit distributions for the first crossing points T~ : = min{ k : Xk > pf (k )) 
with the same class of Gaussian processes X, as in Section 2. Define 
Fkxl crossing points of Gaussian sequences 7s 
Then for a given f E SYY y > 0 we get the analogous statements of Lemma 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.1 by defining 
k4x) = &$)jl~, ( 1+ zy ,,x,-l/Y > 
We get the analogous statements of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 
by defining 




GG__ k (P, Ps 1 
(pL(p-“y))“y ( * + Yvh (P, Pt.4 > 
This paper is a continuation of the author’s dissertation at the University of 
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